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BPM and Exception Handling: Focus on
Organizational Resilience
Pedro Antunes

Abstract—This paper analyzes exception handling in business
process management with a major focus on resilience, i.e. the
capability to maintain operations under a wide spectrum of
potential breakdowns. The research highlights the need to
support various types of exceptions, including expected, planned,
unexpected and true exceptions. The developed integrated
support contemplates the vital human involvement in exception
handling. We propose a specialized component supporting
exception diagnosis, escalation to several operators and groups,
collaboration support, recovery actions and monitoring the
system evolution. The fundamental contribution of this research
is the extension of BPM exception handling capabilities to true
exceptions.
Index Terms—Business Process Management, Organizational
Resilience, True exceptions, Ad-Hoc Interventions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ARIOUS organizations in multiple fields adopted process
orientation with the purpose to optimize their businesses
and leverage their investments in technology. Business
Process Management (BPM) integrates a collection of
technologies capable to translate business processes, rules and
practices into computer-supported activities, relinquishing
routine coordination tasks from humans and empowering
complex operations with timely strategic and tactic
information. Two other goals often associated with BPM
include increasing the level of automation and easing
structural changes in organizations through better isolation of
functions such as coordination, data and resource
management, messaging and service decomposition.
The process-oriented view has however one fundamental
drawback. BPM assumes a rationalistic approach where
organizations formalize work down to the task-level details
required by the underlying technology. Unfortunately, this
rationalistic approach is often infeasible or detrimental to
organizational behavior. Firstly, we should consider there is a
trade-off between responsiveness and formalization. High
formalization takes a significant amount of time and effort
from business analysts and system designers, turning
organizations less responsive to turbulent environments. Less
formalization avoids these problems, but challenges the
capacity of BPM technology to effectively manage business
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activities.
Secondly, we should also consider there is a trade-off
between detail and ambiguity. Most service-oriented
organizations deal with great levels of informality and
ambiguity when performing their daily operations. Therefore
many process definitions must be kept at very generic levels
of detail. On the contrary, BPM requires very detailed
specifications about what, how, when, who and where tasks
should be executed. So support to the one will negatively
impact the other and vice versa.
Furthermore, it has been shown by various ethnographic
studies done in organizations that humans do not always act as
prescribed [1]. Humans also tend to lose vigilance of routine
operations. In many cases the main role of process definitions
is helping the operators make their own decisions in sync with
the peculiarities of the real-world context.
We thus find two potentially conflicting process-oriented
views. One, which is often designated machine-oriented,
assumes that technology will take control over the business
activities. The other one, referred as human-oriented, assumes
that control depends on human discretion. Many BPM
solutions have been developed with a strong focus on the
machine-oriented view, thus leading to a difficult acceptance
by their hosting organizations [2-4]. We expect the integration
between these two views may increase acceptance.
But the consequences of the human/machine conflict extend
beyond organizational acceptance. Nowadays one of the main
challenges faced by organizations concerns resilience [5]: the
capacity to resist major business disruptions due to
unforeseeable, unexpected or catastrophic events, leading the
organizational systems beyond the planned service limits
without serious losses. Many highly reliable organizations in
several key sectors, e.g. nuclear power, chemical production,
aviation, utilities, banking, etc., already adopted principles,
methodologies and mechanisms to preserve themselves when
facing major business disruptions. They usually adopt the
following behavior [5]: (1) flexibility understanding and
acting upon the evolving situation context; (2) deference to
knowledge and reliance on the experience of most
knowledgeable people; and (3) capability to make decisions
lacking full insights about the situation.
The recent studies on organizational resilience clearly
emphasize the human-oriented perspective over business
processes, since human discretion is considered fundamental
to make decisions under unpredictable or uncertain contexts.
However, from our point of view, one major challenge
associated with organizational resilience concerns exactly the
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integration between the human/machine views:
• Supporting dynamically evolving business processes
under emergent situations;
• Whenever necessary, relinquishing control from the
technology to support unplanned tasks, deferring control
to the most adequate persons;
• Providing process guidance even in contexts where the
available process definitions do not comply with the
current context;
• Supporting human response to novel, innovative and
challenging situations;
• Facilitating the transition from emergent to normal
operations.
This paper analyzes in detail the human/machine conflict
and the approaches developed to overcome its consequences.
We also identify the major BPM constraints associated with
this conflict. Then, we propose an approach aiming to increase
organizational resilience. Our approach extends traditional
BPM with the capability to relinquish control from the
technology to humans when facing unforeseeable, unexpected
or catastrophic situations, and regain technology control when
the operations come back to routine.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we elaborate
the conceptual foundations of the human/machine conflict.
Section III discusses the current state of the art in BPM.
Section IV presents and discusses the developed approach.
Section V is focused on implementation details. Section VI
presents a case walkthrough. Section VII provides a
preliminary report from the field. Finally, Section VIII
discusses the implications and draws some concluding
remarks.

II. THE HUMAN/MACHINE CONFLICT
Sheth et al [6] define business process as a collection of
activities tied together by a set of precedence relations and
pursuing a common organizational goal; and workflow
management as the automated coordination of activities
between workers and computers to carry out a business
process. According to the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) [7], the infrastructure necessary to manage business
processes includes at least: an enactment service responsible
for managing processes; a modeling component responsible
for defining business processes and injecting them into the
enactment service; and a client component responsible for
carrying out the activities by controlling the interaction with
the workers and other services. This infrastructure is
compliant with service oriented architectures and various
types of enterprise architectures [8, 9].
We note the WfMC infrastructure is fundamentally
machine-oriented: it assumes the enactment service controls
business processes based on the normative engagement of
process definitions [10]. Suchman [11] studied business
processes from a sociological standpoint, analyzing the
variability of human activities in organizations and the
inference, interpretation and contextualization often necessary
to carry out the intended goals under variable conditions.

According to this human-oriented perspective, process
definitions guide actors in a space of available actions,
providing situation awareness and orientation, although not
assuming a normative engagement. In this scenario humans
apply their cognitive capabilities to carry out activities
informed by business process definitions. The control is thus
in the hands of the workers and not the computers.
These distinctions and their implications have fuelled the
debate between researchers working in the two sides of the
fence, especially after the Suchman’s paper “Do Categories
have Politics?” [12] criticized the BPM approach proposed by
Winograd and Flores [13]. The aftermath of what has been
called “the Suchman-Winograd dispute” demonstrates there is
not exactly a fence, since both views bring important
contributions to systems thinking [14, 15]. Actually, the
dispute raised multiple opportunities to research the
integration of human/machine views [16-18].
In this paper we address this integration from a systems’
design point of view. Perhaps the first theorist to address the
issue from this point of view was Simon [19]. Simon
characterized design as a process aiming to develop artificial
artifacts. Such artifacts must not ignore or violate natural law
and should also embody human goals. Thus there is a clear
distinction between the inner structure of the artifact and the
outer environment where it operates, but also the need to adapt
both to avoid failing the design goals. The inner depends on
the outer, but the outer is also influenced by the inner.
Vicente [20] enriched Simon’s framework by distinguishing
different layers of complexity, comprising the technical/
engineering system, workers, organizational/management
infrastructure and environmental context. Design might then
be regarded as the adaptation of these different layers.
Certainly the human layer is one of the most complex to
design.
Rasmussen [21] developed a framework considering three
levels of human performance: role-based, rule-based and
knowledge-based. The first one addresses mechanistic tasks
accomplished by humans when facing routine work. We find
rule-based performance in situations where work activities
have been planned and prescribed, although giving workers
some decision latitude. And knowledge-based performance is
found whenever workers face novel situations and their
decision-making abilities must be fully exercised.
Reason [22] used this framework to differentiate human
performance in administrative control: from prescriptive,
based on procedures and rules, to discretionary, based on
training and experience. In between we find mixed control
situations relying on training and procedures. This perspective
clearly integrates the human/machine orientations into a
prescriptive-discretionary continuum of design possibilities.
Perrow [23] established the link between organizational
strategy and the prescriptive-discretionary continuum. The
Perrow’s framework is based on the notion of exception. An
exception occurs whenever the organization fails to
accomplish the intended business goals, either because the
available procedures do not apply to the current context;
workers fail to understand, make decisions and act upon the
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situation; or the technology creates barriers to the actions
necessary to overcome the exception. The study of exceptions
in organizations has demonstrated they occur quite frequently
[24].
Perrow defines two dimensions of exception: (1) task
variability refers to the number of exceptions encountered
while performing a task; and (2) task analyzability is the
degree to which search activity is needed to overcome the
exception. These dimensions highlight four exceptionhandling strategies adopted by organizations:
• Routine (Low variability / High analyzability): Routine
working situations have few well-known exceptions that
are handled with established procedures.
• Crafted (Low variability / Low analyzability): Crafted
work has also few exceptions, but they require informal
interaction to find out what to do.
• Engineered (High variability / High analyzability): The
number of exceptions is high but well-known plans and
processes exist to handle them.
• Non-routine (High variability / Low analyzability): Nonroutine working situations require collaboration and
decision-making to find out creative responses.
This framework allows us to finally reach the core of the
human/machine conflict. The issue is that by focusing solely
on the routine/engineered strategies we are neglecting all the
situations requiring informality, collaboration and decisionmaking; and focusing on the crafted/non-routine strategies we
are also neglecting all the situations demanding planning and
prescriptive actions.
Most highly reliable organizations are compelled to
coalesce the above strategies in order to swiftly respond to
exceptions, whatever they are. The absence of one single
strategy will necessarily be criticized for reducing resilience.
As a consequence, the design of organization’s artifacts should
take into consideration the functionality necessary to sustain
and develop the four strategies mentioned above.

III. BPM AND EXCEPTION HANDLING
In the previous section we discussed several exceptionhandling strategies adopted by organizations to uphold
resilience. We will use the same categories to analyze how
BPM systems have been supporting exception handling.
A. Type I - Mechanistic
This category includes exceptions with low variability and
high analyzability. They may be classified in three classes
[25]: (1) basic failures, associated with failures in the
underlying technological infrastructure, such as networking,
database management and operating system; (2) application
failures like unexpected data inputs; and (3) expected
exceptions, events that were predicted during the process
definition phase but that do not correspond to the “normal”
process behavior.
Notice that failures result from system malfunctions while
expected exceptions come from semantic discrepancies
between the process definitions and the actual running

environment. These differences lead to distinctive handling
procedures. In the case of failures, the most common handling
procedure is to apply transactional mechanisms to return the
operations to a coherent state and proceed as planned [26].
Most of commercial BPM implementations are integrated with
database management and thus supply this exception handling
procedure. Another approach uses failure tolerance
techniques, e.g., replicating services [27].
Various solutions have been devised to handle expected
exceptions. Some rely on triggers to initiate predefined
exception handlers [25, 28-31]. Others adopt special modeling
constructs, triggered by conditions that identify the occurrence
of a certain exception [28, 29, 32-34]. In all cases the handling
procedures are planned during the design stage and applied in
an automated way.
It has been suggested that basic and application failures that
cannot be handled at the level where they occur should be
propagated as expected exceptions and handled as such by the
BPM system [29, 35]. This allows encapsulating failure
handling within the scope of expected exception handling, the
reason why we will not consider further the impact of failures
on BPM.
B. Type II - Planned
This category includes exceptions with high variability and
high analyzability. They require human involvement to
analyze the organizational performance and delineate new
working methods. These exceptions typically emerge from
incomplete designs, design errors and structural changes in the
business environment [36, 37].
The commonly adopted exception handling procedure is to
dynamically redesign the affected business processes. This
approach requires the capability to adapt processes running in
the enactment service without any disruption in the operations
[38]. The major problem that has been addressed by the
research is to guarantee the system consistency and
correctness when migrating process instances [39-42]. Other
research lines explore change patterns [4, 43] and exception
mining [44, 45].
The dynamic changes must be executed under strict system
control, avoiding deadlocks, unreachable states and other
inconsistencies. The researchers have developed a set of
change rules enabling correctness checks before applying
dynamic changes [46, 47].
C. Type III - Informal
This category includes exceptions with low variability and
low analyzability. The major difference to the planned strategy
is that in this case there is no need, justification or enough
time to redesign the business processes.
The informal strategy responds to unexpected exceptions
[25]. These exceptions result from lack of knowledge about
the business process, its details and variations [36].
BPM technology may deal with unexpected exceptions in
two different ways: late binding and ad-hoc changes. Late
binding uses loosely specified processes that are only detailed
in runtime [45]. Ad-hoc changes are typically applied to a
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small set of process instances and have a transient impact on
the system behavior [38, 48, 49]. This includes, for instance,
delaying an activity, designating another operator to
accomplish an activity, and inserting an activity not previously
defined by the normal process. In both cases a mixed control
policy is necessary, combining the momentary human control
crucial to understand the situation and make decisions with the
system control required to preserve consistency and
correctness.
D. Type IV - Non-routine
This category includes exceptions with high variability and
low analyzability. They have been designated true exceptions
[24]. True exceptions occur when the organization has no
previous plan, rules or knowledge about the exception. True
exceptions may be seen as dramatic events (in the case of
accidents and emergencies) or strategic opportunities for
changing the business. In both cases they demand human
judgment under incomplete information.
We should consider there might not be enough time to plan
dynamic changes when facing true exceptions. In these
situations ad-hoc changes to business processes are necessary,
but should not be constrained by the consistency and
correctness requirements [47]. If any system barriers are
imposed to the organization’s primary goal, then the
organization will find workarounds to the system [50].
Therefore, true exceptions set challenges different to the ones
discussed regarding the informal strategy.
Few approaches have been documented in the literature
addressing true exceptions in BPM. One of them integrates
BPM with external collaboration tools [51]. The purpose is to
normally maintain control in the enactment service but passing
it to collaboration tools when a true exception occurs.
However, no support was considered to continue with the
normal operations after resolving the exception. A mechanism
to determine the type of control more adequate to tackle
various types of exceptions, including true exceptions, has
also been researched [52]. This mechanism was conceived to
invoke decision-support tools when true exceptions occur.
However, it does not involve humans in the process of
determining the best strategy, neither considers changing the
strategy according to the evolution of the situation.
Other strategies aim to support decision-making and are
only indirectly linked to BPM. One case uses a knowledge
base to maintain information regarding past handling
procedures and to facilitate linking exceptions to handling
procedures [53]. Another case uses data mining to extract
relevant information about the exception and support
organizational decision making [44].
E. Summary
From the above overview we realize that automated
exception handling is crucial to increase the organization’s
capability to resist expected exceptions. However, when other
types of exceptions occur, human intervention is always
required and workers become a fundamental component
supporting organizational resilience.

Regarding this human role, the dynamic redesign increases
resilience by migrating business processes towards new
definitions, more capable to accomplish new organizational
goals. The late binding and constrained ad-hoc changes further
increase resilience by allowing more immediacy and less
planning. And finally, the unconstrained ad-hoc interventions
provide an increased level of resilience by giving wider
latitude of action and decision-making support.
Summarizing the whole scenario, we observe that
organizations must integrate various types of exceptionhandling, covering the path from fully automated to fully
human discretionary actions. However, as we have seen
above, few approaches integrate fully human discretionary
actions in BPM.
Considering this scenario, our research goals are centered
on the integrated support to exception handling, covering in
particular constrained and unconstrained had-hoc interventions
in BPM. The next section details our approach.

IV. AN APPROACH TO SUPPORT AD-HOC INTERVENTIONS
We previously characterized the generic BPM infrastructure
with three main components: enactment service, modeling
component and client component. Let us now analyze their
capability to handle exceptions. The expected exceptions are
handled by the enactment service in conjunction with the
modeling component. The enactment service implements the
runtime mechanisms necessary to detect an exception and
invoke the corresponding handling procedure, while the
modeling component contributes with the language constructs
necessary to define the exception handling procedure.
Regarding planned exceptions, they may also be handled by
combining the modeling component and enactment service,
the former supporting process redesign and consistency
checks, and the later supporting dynamic changes to running
process instances.
Unexpected exceptions are more challenging. On the one
hand, the enactment service is capable to support and control
some changes to process instances, such as delaying or
repeating a task. But, on the other hand, the insertion of adhoc tasks without a proper process definition and strict control
becomes problematic to manage. Often, there is no track
record of the tasks effectively accomplished, which may lead
the system to a completely ad-hoc venture. We thus need an
additional component managing ad-hoc interventions in the
enactment service.
True exceptions are beyond reach of most BPM
infrastructures. Besides difficulties managing unconstrained
ad-hoc interventions, we consider they lack support to
decision-making, collaboration and knowledge management.
Our approach extends the BPM infrastructure with a new
component designated control switch. The control switch is
responsible for moving control out of the enactment service
whenever some types of exceptions are detected. The control
switch supports ad-hoc interventions in the enactment service
and is responsible for orchestrating, monitoring and keeping
records of ad-hoc interventions.
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In the following we will further detail the control switch.
We consider the proposed approach adopts this general
behavior:
1. Under normal conditions, we assume the organization
operates in a mechanistic way. This means the business
processes are managed under the strict control of the
enactment service;
2. The occurrence of an expected exception is handled by the
enactment service, invoking the corresponding handling
procedure. That procedure was predefined at design time
and is expected to bring the situation to a normal
condition;
3. However, sometimes these procedures are incapable to
resolve the situation and fail. Other times there is no
handling procedure associated with the occurring
exception. In both cases they require human intervention
and thus the control switch is invoked;
4. The control switch is invoked whenever three types of
exceptions occur: planned exceptions, unplanned
exceptions and true exceptions;
5. The control switch requests humans to diagnose the
exception. A diagnosis component (described later) will
support this functionality. Diagnosis is an ongoing
activity.
6. Having a diagnosis, the control switch may contemplate the
three possible routes described below;
7. If the organization is facing a planned exception, then there
is time to redesign business processes. The redesign will
involve the modeling component and enactment service,
and therefore the control switch will finish its own
service;
8. If the organization is facing an unexpected or true
exception, then the workers may have to apply recovery
actions in the enactment service. A recovery component
(described later) will support these actions. The
distinction between unexpected and true exceptions is
related with the level of control assumed by the control
switch. In the former case, the control switch restricts the
recovery actions to preserve the consistency and
correctness of the processes managed by the enactment
service, while in the second case no restrictions will be
considered.
9. The control switch will continue operating until the workers
are able to bring back the organization to a normal
condition and declare the exception is resolved.
We note this exception handling process may be modeled
and managed as a common work process. Indeed, we have
implemented it that way. More implementation details are
given later.
A. The control switch components
We will now discuss in more detail the components
necessary to implement the control switch. The first one to
consider is the detection component. It is responsible for
detecting exceptions and instantiating exception handling
processes. The workers, through a user-interface, or the
enactment service using a trigger, may raise exceptions.

TABLE 1
EXCEPTION ATTRIBUTES
Attribute
Description
A M

Type of detection
Automatic or manual

Type of exception
Planned, unexpected or true
Liable person
Person in charge of the exception handling
1 

Affected persons
Persons involved in the process
Affected instances Process instances affected by the exception
2 
Affected tasks
Tasks affected by the exception
2 
Affected processes Processes affected by the exception
2 

Exception description Textual description of what may have occurred

Handling description Textual description of what should be done to
resolve the exception
A – Automatically specified; M – Manually specified.
1
The liable person is automatically specified just after the exception is
raised: (1) if manually detected, whoever raised the exception; (2) if
automatically detected, the task/process owner.
2
The affected processes, process instances and tasks are automatically
determined by the system just after the exception is raised, but may be
redefined afterwards by the liable person.

The diagnosis component serves to characterize the
exception using the attributes shown in Table 1 [54]. Some of
the attributes are automatically determined by querying the
enactment service, while humans must explicitly define the
other attributes. In any case, it should be emphasized that: (1)
the liable person may change the attribute values over time;
and (2) the liable person may also designate a new liable
person, delegating the capacity to reanalyze the situation and
change the exception attributes.
Thus two important functional capabilities associated with
the diagnosis component include associating the exception
attributes with a timeline and supporting a retrospective view
of the exception, from the initial detection to the current time,
showing what has changed and who was involved. The whole
dynamics of exception diagnosis will be described in more
detail in the case walkthrough.
The recovery component interfaces with the enactment
service to implement recovery actions. This includes a set of
quasi-atomic actions, such as cancel, jump forward and
backward, repeat and suspend [41].
As implied by the diagnosis, the control switch also needs
an escalation component. The escalation component is
necessary to bring more people to the exception handling
process. We consider four levels of escalating human
involvement: (1) the operator, when one individual is
responsible for the necessary recovery actions; (2) the peers,
when the recovery actions are still accomplished by one
individual but multiple co-workers may communicate to
analyze and discuss the problem; (3) the supervisor, when the
responsibility changes from the worker to the supervisor, but
the worker is yet able to contribute to analyze and discuss the
problem; and finally (4) the group, when a worker designates
a group of persons to get involved in the recovery actions.
The liable person is the only one that is able to escalate the
exception by designating another operator, peer, supervisor or
group. Just like diagnosis, escalation is an ongoing activity.
The responsibility may reside in one person and in a while
escalates to another person, peers, supervisor or group.
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Fig. 1. Control switch components

The collaboration component integrates the control switch
with any collaboration tools that may be available to support
communication, situation awareness and decision-making. It
does not implement collaboration, but instead interfaces with a
variety of external tools such as e-mail, messaging and
chatting. This approach also supports linking the control
switch with more complex group support and decision support
systems, or even specialized emergency management tools
[55, 56]. The collaboration component initiates collaboration
between the persons selected by the escalating component.
The monitoring component serves to instantiate ad-hoc
tasks dedicated to monitor the system evolution. The tasks
themselves are managed by the enactment service. The
monitoring component might be viewed as a kind of modeling
component specifically dedicated and constrained to collect
external data related with the exception handling process.
The final component considered by our approach is the
user-interface component. This component interfaces with the
persons involved in the exception handling, giving then access
to the services provided by the other components, with the
additional preoccupation to facilitate situation awareness,
decision-making and action. In Figure 1 we illustrate the
several components and relationships that assemble the control
switch.
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The control switch was implemented in Java and integrated
in the OpenSymphony/OSWorkflow open source platform
[57-59]. This platform provides a basic enactment service for
BPM using XML descriptors for work process specification
and HTML for client integration with Web browsers.
In Figure 2 we illustrate the system behavior. The low-level
details on how exceptions are triggered in OpenSymphony
will not be discussed here. We just point out that after
detecting an exception the system requests the control switch
to initiate recovery. In the specific case shown in Figure 2 the
exception is a timeout of task T2 assigned to user U2.
Currently, only one process instance may be enacted for
each detected exception (we have not implemented nested

Fig. 2. Implementation details

exceptions). OpenSymphony executes that process instance
exactly like any other process instances.
After the exception handling process starts, the initial
diagnosis information is set using the current details about the
exception. These details include: type of detected exception,
which is automatic in this case; liable person, who is U2, the
user responsible for T2, the current task when the exception
was raised; and affected processes and tasks, respectively P1
and T2. All this information is accessible by querying the
OSWorkflow object store.
Then the diagnosis component requests U2 to complete or
update the diagnosis. In the illustrated example U2 realizes
that U1, who is responsible for task T1, should assume the
exception handling. U2 designates U1 as the new liable
person. Consequently, the escalation component brings U1 to
the exception handling process. Note, for the sake of
completeness, that U2 could instead have designated U1 as a
peer, supervisor or group member, which would have involved
the collaboration component.
U1 is then requested by the diagnosis component to analyze
the exception and make any necessary changes to the
diagnosis. As mentioned before, the diagnosis component
allows overviewing the evolution of exception attributes. As
shown in Figure 2, U2 decides to affect task T1 to the
exception and then requests a recovery action: the process
should do a backward jump to task T1. This invokes the
corresponding action in the recovery component, which is a
low-level interface to the OSWorkflow object store that allows
changing the process state and next executable task to T1. The
exception handling process finishes with a request from U1.
Figure 2 does not illustrate the use of the collaboration
component, which is invoked when the liable person brings
other persons to exception handling. This component manages
the interaction between the liable person and the other users.
Three interaction modes are supported: (1) designating a peer,
with whom the liable person will be able to interact but that
will not be involved in the exception handling in any other
way; (2) moving up the liability to the supervisor, which is
similar to the case shown in Figure 2 but allows the supervisor
to interact with the subordinate; and (4) involving a group in
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the exception handling.
When a group is involved, a parallel recovery task is
instantiated for each member, so they may concurrently
execute recovery actions. The possible side effects of
concurrent recovery actions are not considered in our
implementation. We note however such effects may be
mitigated through collaboration.
Currently, the collaboration component offers two
interaction mechanisms: e-mail and chat. This allows the
operators to adopt a synchronous or asynchronous
collaboration mode. Regarding the monitoring component, it
is capable to instantiate ad-hoc tasks that gather information
from an information source after a predefined timeout. The
implementation allows gathering information from a database,
using a SQL query, and from a URL.
And we finally mention the user-interface component (GUI
in Figure 2). OpenSymphony adopts HTML and Web
browsers to interface with the users. Therefore the userinterface component consists of a collection of HTML pages
invoking functions supported by the control switch API. More
details may be found in [59].

VI. CASE WALKTHROUGH
In this section we walkthrough the exception handling
process from the organization’s point of view. The case
considers the delivery of goods in the automobile industry
from the north to the southeast of Europe; and the exceptional
event concerns a strike blocking road traffic in the middle of
Europe. The extension of the strike disallows adopting the
simple solution of choosing an alternative road. The usual
contractual terms in this industry impose financial penalties
when the goods are not delivered on time, which pushes the
producers to find a creative solution.
TABLE 2
EXCEPTION HANDLING EXAMPLE
Organizational behavior System use
Comments
Goods packaged for
Goods packaged for
Process evolves
delivery
delivery
according to the
specification; control
Truck arrives
Truck arrives
is in the enactment
Truck leaves with goods
Truck leaves with
service
goods
Strike blocks truck
Exception occurs;
Exception handling
halfway to destination
process is suspended
process is instantiated;
control is passed to
the control switch
Driver realizes the
Driver diagnosis true
Diagnosis component
delivery will not be on
exception
schedule
Driver contacts
Driver brings
Escalation component
supervisor and asks what
supervisor to
to do
exception
Supervisor discusses with
Supervisor brings
Escalation and
other workers and realizes other workers to the
collaboration
no alternative road is
exception and uses
components
available
chat tool to discuss the
problem
Supervisor realizes new
Supervisor uses chat
Collaboration
goods could be delivered
tool to realize that
component
by air, but has no
goods could be
authority to do it
delivered by air
The CEO is contacted for
Supervisor brings
Escalation and

approval
CEO approves
Worker is assigned by the
supervisor to proceed
with plane rental

Find plane rental
company
Rent plane
New goods packaged for
delivery
Goods sent to airport
Plane leaves
Plane arrives to
destination
Goods delivered
Process complete

CEO to the exception
and uses chat tool to
obtain approval
CEO uses chat tool to
approve
Supervisor creates adhoc task to deploy
solution; supervisor
also instantiates
monitoring task to
detect goods delivery
Ad-hoc task

collaboration
components
Collaboration
component
Recovery and
monitoring
components; the
worker is assigned to
the ad-hoc task

Ad-hoc task
Ad-hoc task
Ad-hoc task
Ad-hoc task
Ad-hoc task
Monitoring task
triggered
Supervisor executes
recovery task to finish
the process

Recovery component

Table 2 describes the case walkthrough. On the left we
show the typical response from the organization to the
exception. The case illustrates the integration between the
routine (e.g., the first 3 tasks), crafted (e.g., the driver
contacting the supervisor by phone) and non-routine strategies
(e.g., supervisor contacting CEO for support to the plane
rental solution).
The case also illustrates what in these circumstances would
happen to the enactment service in the absence of the control
switch. The most probable behavior would have the process
suspended after the “truck leaves with goods” task triggers a
timeout. This would require a maintenance operation in the
enactment service after the events to properly terminate the
process.
In the middle column we illustrate the system behavior
proposed in this paper. The case illustrates the extended
system support after the occurrence of the exception and
throughout the decision-making activities necessary to
overcome the exception. The system support comprehends not
only escalating the exception to the right people but also
supporting collaboration, monitoring exception handling and
recovering normal operations. Additionally, we observe the
proposed approach allows keeping records of the activities,
thus contributing to build organizational memory.

VII. REPORT FROM THE FIELD
In this section we report the field tests of our approach. The
main driver for these field tests was the deployment of a BPM
system for a Port Authority [58]. The control switch was an
add-on to the BPM system.
We defined two goals for the field tests: (1) to assess, in
real-world conditions, the viability of the control switch,
considering in particular its integration with BPM; and (2) to
obtain preliminary indications about the organization’s
behavior during exception handling. We start discussing the
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first goal.
The Port Authority has a concession to manage the river
and shore activities within a coastal jurisdiction assigned by
the government. The Port Authority controls the river traffic
and cargo transfers to and from ships. A large number of
companies and individuals (e.g., fisherman) operate within the
port area. The Port Authority licenses designated spaces on the
shore for these activities, while the licensees assume
contractual obligations and pay fees. But managing contracts
and obligations in this context is rather complex, mostly
because the port combines large-scale industrial activities
(e.g., exporting automobiles and shipyard maintenance) with
small-scale, traditional fishing activities.
The Port Authority set up a project to develop a BPM
system improving license management and control. The
system was specifically developed for the Space Rentals
Department. It supports several administrative tasks and, in
particular, automatically verifies that every client pays its fee
every month. One important requirement concerns having a
permanently updated list of debts and free/occupied zones in
the port.
The BPM system delivered to the Port Authority not only
supports license management and control but also exception
handling using the control switch described in this paper. The
results of this integration were quite satisfactory. The
OpenSymphony platform offers a Web front-end for task
management that was easily integrated in the workers’
environment. Exception handling was tightly coupled with the
other functionality. For instance, each task interface displayed
to the users integrates a button that serves to trigger an
exception. The users manage the exception handling tasks in
the same way as the other tasks, although without the rules
imposed by the modeled business process. The integration
with e-mail and chat also revealed easy because the workers
already used the technology.
Regarding the OpenSymphony implementation, the lack of
support to high-level process specification tools and a
sophisticated enactment service were compensated by the free
access to the platform’s object store, which facilitated the
implementation of recovery actions. Thus our goal to assess
the viability of the control switch was achieved.
Our second goal was quite more difficult to achieve. The
integration of an exception handing mechanism in an
organization requires training and commitment, which were
not available because of the project’s constraints already
mentioned. Furthermore, administrative units such as the
Space Rentals Department do not deal with many
unexpected/true exceptions, at least within the timeframe we
had to develop the project.
Nevertheless, we could follow one such event. We will
describe in detail that particular exception, showing how the
system and workers reacted to the situation. The real names
were changed to preserve anonymity.
The observed exception evolved according to the following
events. Henry, working on the Space Rentals Department, was
updating the client’s database record when someone told him
informally the client had in fact bankrupted. This was

important information, with obvious impact on the Port
Authority. However, the modeled business process did not
consider any specific provisions for handling such an event.
Clearly, this seemed to be an unexpected exception.
In other circumstances, the event would certainly continue
its path through the rumor mill, but in this case the system
offered the users the chance to trigger an exception. In fact,
every task displayed in the browser offered the option to
trigger an exception. Henry used that option.
As a consequence of this action, a task was assigned to
Henry to diagnose the exception. The task appeared on
Henry’s browser along with the other tasks assigned. Then
Henry inserted a brief description of the event in the
corresponding field and classified the exception as
unexpected. The affected instances were automatically defined
by the system: it affected the monthly payment task for which
Henry was the liable person.
Henry did not know the whole implications of the
bankruptcy and lacked authority to make any necessary
provisions, and therefore decided to involve John, his
supervisor, to whom he would delegate the problem. After
being involved, John became the liable person. The diagnosis
task appeared on John’s browser.
Since the situation was unclear, John decided to invoke the
chat tool to discuss with Henry. The collaboration component
launched the chat tool with two users: Henry and John.
During the chat, John realized that another company was
requesting the space, coming to understand the full extent of
the raised problem. Henry also informed John the client’s debt
was about 50.000€. John then decided to change the exception
to a true exception. He also involved Philip from the legal
department in the process.
The collaboration component established a chat between
Henry, John and Philip. After discussing the situation, they
decided that Philip should consult with an external lawyer.
Henry should wait for any news from Henry. The chat session
was then closed.
Philip was later on counseled to notify the client by
registered mail, giving 5 days to pay the debt. Obtaining no
response, they should start a lawsuit action. He then invoked
the chat tool to discuss with Henry and John who should send
the letter and who should follow up the process.
They agreed that Henry would be responsible for sending
the letter. If the client pays the debt within 5 days they would
close the exception handling process. Otherwise they should
advance with the lawsuit action. An ad-hoc monitoring task
was instantiated by John to remember Henry after 5 days.
After 5 days Henry was notified. He recognized the debt
was paid and established again a chat to inform John. John
decided to finish the exception handling process.
The exception handling process managed the interactions
necessary to handle this particular case. We observed it was
easy for the participants to involve an expert from another
department in the process and keep records of what was going
on. The relevant decisions were spread among the participants.
The exception handling process allowed users to improve
overall situation awareness while resolving a problem with the
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business process but without affecting the organization
behavior. The problem was resolved in an ad-hoc way,
although orchestrated by the control switch.
Thus our preliminary report from the field indicates the
control switch integrates with current BPM technology and
supports exception handling activities, while improving
situation awareness and organizational memory. Though more
long-term experiments are necessary to evaluate the overall
impact on the organization.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The Reason's [22] perspective over the organizational
strategies necessary to overcome exceptions is the
fundamental key to understand the limitations and possibilities
of BPM. Many of these systems have been developed under
the Low variability / High analyzability assumption. Several
developments aimed at improving the flexibility of BPM
extended them to the Low variability / Low analyzability and
High variability / High analyzability strategies. The High
variability / Low analyzability strategy has however been
under developed [60].
But High variability / Low analyzability strategies are
fundamental to improve organizational resilience. Our
research not only shows that these strategies may be integrated
with BPM systems but also that they improve situation
awareness and organizational memory.
Also, these strategies give the operators more latitude for
intervening in the system with immediate ad-hoc recovery
actions. But such recovery actions may introduce
inconsistencies in the system. Our solution addresses this
problem by supervising the system evolution during exception
handling through the control switch. The control switch
supports exception diagnosis, ad-hoc recovery actions
(constrained and unconstrained), monitoring tasks, escalating
exceptions to several workers and collaboration between them.
We described the detailed functionality of the control
switch at three different levels: conceptual, organizational and
infrastructural. At the conceptual level, we discussed the
combined operation of the various components that set up the
control switch. The diagnosis component classifies the
exception according to a set of attributes. It supports dynamic
changes to diagnosis and retrospective analysis of the
exception evolution.
The escalation component orchestrates workers in the
exception handling process, thus addressing a fundamental
resilience principle: involving the most knowledgeable
persons to overcome the exceptional situations. The
collaboration component relies on the escalation component to
establish synchronous and asynchronous communication
between the workers involved in the exception handling. The
collaboration component addresses another important
resilience principle: empowering perception, awareness and
decision-making through participation and collaboration. The
recovery component implements the recovery actions
determined by the operators.
Regarding the organizational level, we described in detail

how the operators might use the exception handling process to
respond to non-routine situations. The proposed solution
integrates BPM with several collaborative tools already
common in organizations, such as email and chat tools.
And finally, regarding the infrastructural level, we
illustrated in detail the orchestration of events necessary to
manage the system evolution towards the “normal” behavior
after the occurrence on an exception. The overall functionality
combines end-user interaction with low-level access to the
data structures managed by the enactment service.
The preliminary report from the field indicates the proposed
solution integrated well with OpenSymphony. One
fundamental contribution of this research is tracking the
operators’ communications, interactions, collaborations and
recovery actions, this way building organizational memory. Of
course longitude studies are necessary to further validate this
integration. In particular, future research should analyze the
impact on the system evolution of: (1) increasing the number
of workers involved in the exception handling process; (2)
having a large number of workers concurrently applying
unconstrained ad-hoc interventions in the system; and (3)
having multiple concurrent exceptions triggered by the
system. Also, since we have not implemented consistency
checks, we have not fully explored the differences between
unexpected and true exceptions.
The proposed solution was implemented in a real-world
organization. Nevertheless, more extensive studies are
necessary to understand how to support ad-hoc interventions
in organizations. Future studies should also focus on broader
organizational issues such as organizational learning, decisionmaking and collaboration. Another research line, which is
necessary to continue studies in this area, concerns the
development of objective measures of exception handling.
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